
POLITICAL PROBLEMS AND THE RELIGIOUS MAN 
Need Religion be as Impotent a8 it Seem to be in Today’s World? 

Hugo W. Thompson 

The problem of international relations today in- 
volves both practical and theoretical aspects for the 
religious man. The center of the practical problem 
is that in a bi-polarized world the possibilities of 
ABC warfare are a complete threat to survival. The  
l l i ~ ~ r ~ t i ~ i i l  problem is to explain the impotence of 
man in the face of this danger. hIore particularly, for 
tl iu rcligious person it is to elTIain 110w religion can 
be so impotent \vhen it is supposed to be so poiverful. 

This situation-not for the first time in human his- 
tory b u t  more completely no\v than at  other times- 
chiillenges t!ie Christian interpretation of revelation 
of God i n  tlic Bible. How can one reconcile tlie 
mord,  loving and jat qualities of Cod, together 
with his creative and sustaining power, and together 
with tlic assurance of his revelation to man, with the 
evils of this situation? The  arguments from original 
sin, or impossible demands, or an ideal etluc for 
Iiea\.cn only, all point ton.ard some flaw in the good- 
ness of God. 

The most consistent ansn’er to either the theoreti- 
cal or the practical question, as well as to both to- 
gether, is to say that man has gone \\Tong where 
lie could go riglit. He could go riglit because a way 
has bccn shown (“revealed” if you prefer), namely, 
tlie ethical vic\vs in the Bible. And from this comes 
a n  ethic wliicli offers a possible realistic and prac- 
tic,il \vay of life for liumun beings in his toryeven 
non‘. 

In  saying this, I am speaking as one Protestant 
Christian pacifist. I believe that the position and 
:irgunients I hold have roots deep enough to appe‘al 
to nornnn Catholics, Jews and members of other 
grcnt wvorld faiths as well as to humanists and phi- 
losoplicrs. 

One of our noblest efforts to reconcile Christian 
tcacliing and secular political realism in this regard 
lias I i c w i  l l i c  “just \,;ar’’ theory. This general vien,, 
\vitli variations at  different times in history, has 
souslit both to mitigate the worst immoralities of 
\v:irf:ire, and to make tolerable the tensions within 
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the conscience of Christians caught in war situations. 
But the whole subject has inescapable defects. The 
just war theory, in its essential nature, is too Chris- 
tian to be fully “realistic” and too enamored of 
“realism” to be  fully Christian. 

This theor\. holds that to be approved a war must 
be justified as to both ends and means. Historically, 
it has not seemed difficult for Christians to justify, 
at  the time, the avowed ends of whatever war they 
\vished to undertake. At the moment, neither side 
in the cold war lacks sincerity as to the justice of its 
cause, though both may well be guilty of more self- 
deception than they realize. It would be hard to 
imagine i1 situation in the foreseeable future in which 
the doctrine of a just war would not be used to jus- 
tify U. S. participation in small or large military 
i d o n .  At this level the theory in fact encourages 
more than i t  limits \var. 

But it is a t  the point of means that the doctrine 
of just war develops its most serious absurdities. The 
logic of the premises seems capable of justifling any 
“necessary” immorality as moral on the grounds of 
necessit).. And the judgment of necessih here is a 
military judgment. At the same time an  effort is 
made to indicate what means would be unjustified 
and thus put  moral restraints upon the military judg- 
ment. This is a practically impossible conibination 
of justification and restraints. I t  reduces tlie theoreti- 
cal inhibitions on barbarous warfare to the level of a 
wish. If warfare is to be restrained, the argument 
must strike deeper. Once one is in the midst of a 
n’ar for justified ends, facing an uninhibited enemy, 
operating on judgments of military aecessit)., moral 
concerns may cause anguish to a commander, but 
they will do little to modify the conduct of military 
action. hlilitarp decisions, as said, must be based not 
on moral but  on practical grounds (logistics, fear 
of retaliation, etc.). 

hlen will act on the side of virhie \-:hen it is ap- 
parent to them that self-interest is also on that side. 
A moral a r p m e n t  by itself is apt  to be ineffective. 
Prudence and Cluistian morality may point to the 
same action, and prudence is always one legitimate 
consideration. But what is judged prudent depends 



not only on facts but on a point of view. It is the 
business of a value system or a religious faith to give 
a point of \iew. If prudence is our sole or main 
concern, without the tension of high value perspec- 
tives, the result is apt to be far below a Christian 
”dit ; \ . .  On the other hand, if \ye do live in God’s 
world, tliis is a moral universe, and the action which 
is truly moral \vi11 turn out to be wise in the end. I t  
is tlie task of moralists to convince people that ~vhi le  
the appearance of prudence is not sufficient for \vir- 
tue, \virtuous living is on the side of wisdom. The 
“just war” theory tends to lose Christian incisiveness 
because. of its o\rer-absorption in prudciice. Yet its 
moralism does not leave the m i l i t q  free for its own 
realistic judgments. 

A moral justification of w i r  ( i f  any)  must take nn- 
other form, i.e., “the lesser of tw.0 evils.” Here w e  
must esamine honestly and realistically tlie actual 
altcrnatives, apply moral criteria and choose tlie less 
evil package. Yet we cannot, thereby, avoid a tragic 
element, for the package contains both good and 
evil. Further, it is not entirely a question of more or 
less of the same good or evil; we  must choose be- 
tween one good and a different good, one ei i l  and a 
different e d  This brings into play various “value 
scales” (individual, cultural, sub-cultural, etc. ) in  
which one group may place value A a t  the highest 
point while another would elevate value B or C. 

The coniplesity of this situation has led some to 
give up  the analysis as an endless and hopeless proj- 
ect, and to interpret values as personal or social emo- 
tive reactions (approvals) without an ultimate struc- 
ture or a base in ultimate reality. Others conclude 
values are so subordinated to some other aspect of 
the culture (economic modes, religious dogma, ac- 
cidents of history) that no rational exTosition can 
be gi\ren nor can such values offer reliable guides to 
realistic choices of policy and action. Still others 
declare that details of the alternatives are so uncer- 
tain that it becomes impossible to distinguish clearly 
the lesser e k i l  from the greater evil. The result of all 
this is a sophisticated, pragmatic opportunism nvliich 
disregards the principle of ethical guidance. 

Granted that some adjustments are necessary in 
the case of any theory, and granted also that a prag- 
matic test of any theory is necessary (though not 
sufficient), it remains a tragic fact that a foreign 
policy on this basis never develops depth. One is for- 
ever dealing with immediate crises, with no stand- 
point to give perspective or allow grand strategy. 

One of the obvious problems in current thinking 
about the problem of war is this lack of assurance 
about realities beyond the immediate pressures. Phi- 

losophers. have no relevant metaphysics, theologians 
have no relevant concepts of God, political scientists 
and historians have no over-all theory of society. 
Evaluations gct tangled in relativities, value scales 
shift \vith the tides of public opinion, ancl choice is 
confused not only by lock of information but  also 
b\r lack of il firm \villuc b ~ e .  

Choices invol\.e not onlv value scales but  assunip- 
tions as to nature of man and social pressures. It is 
the piirpose of thcolog!. to propow sricli b.1 L SIC . ’  as- 
sumptions a i d  to piirsue their implicntions. 

Here I :mi proposing the viewvs of a persistent 
minority in the Hebrew-Christian tradition. These 
\iews are deri\red primarily from an honest attempt 
to decipher tlie message of the Bible and to apply it 
to our day. If it be objected that a niajorih of Je\visli 
and Christian scholars and priests clisagree with this 
interpretation, we  pacifists achowledge  this histori- 
cal fact. But then we point out that institutionalized 
religion aln~ays has-as it inevitably must-stoned its 
prophets, and we prefer the side of the esceptionnl 
saints to the popular practitioners. 

8 

The major contentions or theses that I wish to 
present are these: 
”1. The Biblical etllic is one of love-justice. Justice 

and love are not separate or conflicting, or comple- 
mentary or supplementary but  unified. 

9. Justice, as presented in hfoses and the prophets 
includes tlie elements of equality and equity found 
in the distributive and penal justice of the Greeks 
and Romans. But Biblical justice places strong addi- 
tional stress on social responsibility for the needy, 
upon generosity and upon forgiveness. hiucli confu- 
sion ariscs in Christian ethics from the assumption 
that “justice” nienns the same tliing in these two 
variations. 

3. Love as presented in the Old Testament and 
developed in tlie New Testament is a profound con- 
cern for persons, deri\.ed from an inner acknowledge- 
ment of n bond of unity \vhich transcends differ- 
ences. Love in its full Christian development k m o r e  
passionate tlim goodnill, more persistent tlliln affec- 
tion, more creati\.e than sympathy, more aggressive 
than compassion, more humble than benevolence, 
more realistic than altruism, more positive than for- 
giveness, more sacrificial than brotherhood, yet i t  is 
all of these. Love is not blind to faults in another,, 
but sees beyond these to grounds for unifying re‘- 
sponse. I t  is a powerful impulsion to unit). which 
t ranschds conflicts and differences n.itliout destroy- 
ing them. 
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4. Love is prerequisite to justice. Justice is the so- 
cial espression of the fact of human unity and inter- 
tlcpendence. Ultimately the achievement of justice 
tlepends not on legal compulsion, but on loving rec- 
ogiiition of this unity and interdependence. Love- 
justice is thc only permanent justice. 

5. The spirit of love and justice (or love-justice) 
is inlierent in the human nature (by creation) and 
constitutes the most powerful force available toward 
creating a more ethical society. 

G. Hate and fear are subordinate to love. We fear 
tvlien we tliink something tllreatens what we love, 
and \ve hate that which threatens. Change our loves, 
and our hates and fears will change or disappear. 

7. Legal compulsions, fear, hate, and physical 
forces l i n b ~  powerful and sometimes valid functions 
in social processes. But a just and good society can- 
not be built on them. The neglected insight of Jesus 
is that love is the essential basis for achievement of 
justice. 
8. Our society today, like its predecessors, is unable 

to achieve justice because it neither understands cor- 
rectly nor believes profoundly in the Biblical view of 
the nature and relationship of justice and love. 

9. The church and synagogue are ineffective in 
securing a society of love-justice because they have 
sentinicntalized these concepts, lost grasp and faith 
in the rcnl thing, and have resorted to non-biblical 
prudcntinl ethics. 

10. A foreign policy based on a thorough applica- 
tion of biblical love-justice will be more realistic and 
effective toward peace and justice than present pol- 
icies based on fear and bate and physical force. 

11. Love-justice can be realized to a high degree 
without reference to specific forms of religious ex- 
perience (conversion, etc.) if certain possible pol- 
icics are pursued, namely: recognizing that there are 
mutual human interdependencies stronger than 
whatever tends to divide; setting up situations in 
which human contact, understanding and interde- 
pendence are li‘fted to clear visibility and given 
major attention, rather than the conflicting and &vi- 
si\ve aspects of the situation; making a deliberate 
cffort to face the conflicts of interest, of interpreta- 
tions and of temperament (fears, etc.) in their full 
realitics but subordinated to the recognition of inter- 
dependence. 

12. The speci-fically religious experience adds im- 
portant elements to the rational recognition of inter- 
dependence. The Christian sees his relationship to 
his neighbor as through God. This neighbor is a fel- 
low cluld of God, and a brother in Christ. Thus love 
of God includes the neighbor. Other religions would 

describe tlie relationship differently but the values 
are the same. 

13. In the more specific terms of Christian the- 
olog);, love is n basic fact in all men through their 
creation in the image of God. This love can be per- 
vertcd to a sinful self-love, partly through e?iperi- 
ences of insecurity and deprivation. Thus there is 
need for a profound psycllic esperience to secure 
re-orientation into a healthy outgoing love. Such pro- 
found re-orientation ( conversion) is possible through 
the religious exTerience of God in Christ. The spirit 
of God, created in man and never dead in him, is 
quickened through fellowship with C p s t .  This inner 
transformation involves a new relationship to God, 
an openness to God’s love for all men through the 
e.xTerience of the power of Cod‘s love for this man. 
“This is love. . . that God first loved us.” 

0 

The best time to launch new patterns of policy is 
always ten or twenty years ago. At each present mo- 
ment we are faced with crises and decisions filled 
with impossible dilemmas which are derived from 
previous acts and decisions. I shall attempt to say 
something about specific current problems, but un- 
der the conviction that many of these problems were 
created by mistaken policies, and cannot be solved 
at aU well without extensive and basic changes in 
policy. Therefore we insist that broad policy which 
may take many years for full effect is ultimately 
much more important than some particular solution 
of an immediate crisis which is obtained on the 
old basis. 

What policies are necessary for peace? These at 
least: We should support, use and expand the U N  
as a s.tructure beyond the con8icts, even while these 
conflicts go on inside of it. To transform the UN 
into an instrument under the control of one side or 
bloc in the cold war would be fatal to peace. We 
should transfer the competitive struggle from the 
military to the economic, social, scientific, and ideo- 
logical arenas. This has happened to a considerable 
estent in spite of the effort to avoid this transfer by 
criticisms of the notion of “co-existence.” To transfer 
the arena does not solve all ethical or practical prob- 
lems but it makes it much more possible to solve 
them. 

We should, further, lower the concern for U. S. 
control of the world scene and elevate the will to 
genuine cooperation with both allies and neutrals, 
and ultimately those across the curtain. This would 
include willingness to enter trade agreements which 
\ i l l  lower the “American standard of living’ at least 
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temporarily. Peace is impossible in the long run un- 
Jess the escessive disparity behveen the American 
level and the rest of the world is reduced. Similarly, 
we must be willing to live with a UN lvhich we 
cannot always control, and this includes a U N  with 
memberships that we now abhor, such as Continental 
China. We should educate the people (and officials) 
of the U. S. more honestly and realistically as to the 
issues and alternatives. 

The churches have evaded a great responsibility 
to help their laymen to think not only as citizens but 
also as persons of religious commitment, I know the 
esciises; I have been giving them for years. But they 
do not excuse1 

Granted that an official in the government of a 
secular state is inevitably controlled in his actions 
bv the patterns and assumptions of the culture: the 
churches serving the Lord of Lords have another re- 
sponsibility. It is their duty not only to reflect society 
but to change it in the dir‘ection indicated by their 
fnith. The churches should be thinking more earnest- 
I!’ and Ivorking more vigorously toward a broad shift 
of emphasis in national policy, based upon and sup- 
ported by education of the public through chuiches 
and citizens’ organizations, in the general direction 
indicated in this paper. 

Application to a few illustrative problems may be 
suggested: We can proceed with step-by-step dis- 
armament even though we may at times be a step 
ahead of Russia in this direction. This would take 
more faith than many Americans nom’ have, so a nec- 
essary concomitant \vould be :I significant campaign 
of education. The dangers in disarmament can be 
faced realistically (which means discounting sonic 
of our fears), but matched equally realistically by 
facing the greater dangers in our present step-by- 
step increase in armaments and thus step-by-step ap- 
proach to A4BC warfare. For instance, we could be- 
gin now publicly to abandon some of the bases that 
ring the Communist land-mass. \\’e should abandon 
unilateral atomic testing, and offer to internationalize 
a testing program for peaceful deirelopments. 

In Europe the time is ripe for an estensive read- 
justment \vhich might well include: A zone of mili- 
tary neutralized buffer-states, including the Scan- 
dinavian, \\‘est and East Gemiany and Polnnd, Aus- 
tria, Switzerland, Yugoslavia, Hungary, Greece, 
Albanih and possibly Italy; a Berlin internntionalized 
with a U N  presence; the \vhole NATO structure 
and concept revised to encourage a genuine “Atlantic 
Community” of trade, culture, scientific eschange, 
etc.; the whole military neutral zone to be included 
in the European Common hlarket. 

In the newly recognged undeveloped nations, an 
honest, helpful, non-controlling policy will do more 
good in the long run than concentrating on guerrilla 
warfare in dubious positions. IVe shall have to con- 
tinue to take sides against our European allies occa- 
sionally, possibly much more ohen. The basic prob- 
lem of Communist infiltration is the attitude of the 
people and that should be our target. In the mean- 
time we may have to lose some cases in order to 
win the larger results. 

Noting that we have come to the point where each 
nation feels almost as much afraid of its own capac- 
ity to wage ABC warfare as of the enemy capacity, 
I suggest that si@cant changes of the general type 
suggested above could lead in a few decades to 
nchie\venient of such goals as: 

1. A strong UN, not a full super-state, but a 
body of agreements, actions and precedents equivn- 
lent to world law, plus a careful and vigorous ad- 
ministration. 

2. Aimaments substantially at police level with so 
much, international control that even large nations 
Ivould find it very difficult to make war on the 
whole. 

3. Economic and ideological conflicts retained at 
their owm level. 
4. hlultiple international security rather than polar. 
5. Freedom from war fears to such an estent that 

full energy could be devoted to advancement of sci- 
ence, culture and human welfare everywhere in the 
world. 

Some questions naturally arise. Does this point of 
\view take into account the realities of power in our 
modern world, and especially the responsibilities of 
the United States as a world power for many other 
nations iiild peoples. Nietzsche called Christianity 
a ‘‘sli1ire ethic” altogether unsuited for power politics. 
\\%ile few would go to his extreme there are many 
who share this implication that love somehow disre- 
gards the realities of power, and offers a weak sub- 
stitute. The contention here is that such a view mit- 
interprets the nature of biblical love-justice. Love is 
not simply a softener of justice or a softener of pun- 
ishment or of fiminess. Love does not pretend to 
oppose evil without use of power. It is not a negative 
demand (to abstain from something) so niucli ;is a 
positive force. 

Love is power, a neglected power. The whole 
point of this paper is that the power of love has not 
been used as it should be, and that real solutions of 
justice and peace w i l l  become possible only when 
the power of love is used with faith, with imagina- 
tiveness, and with courage. 
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